An AllViso Product

A live sports score screen…
the perfect place to promote
your weekly food & drink specials, upcoming events, and to
generate new income through
on-screen local business and

LIVE
Score Screen
for lounges/bars...

vendor advertising.
about the screen.

scores & promos
Scores
An easy to read live ticker of all the major sports scores from across North
America scrolls through the bottom of
the screen.

Promotional section
Include images, text or videos…
Easy to update and manage. Simply
visit our website from any internet connected computer, login with your username and password, and start securely
uploading promotional content to your
screen(s).
We take care of the advertising content
creation and setup for you!
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...Everyone is looking.

Brand, promote,
& generate revenue.

Everyone is looking

how does it work

Plug & play...
What’s the difference?

Simple...
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1. The AllViso Sports Media Player
connects to the back of the LCD.

Live scores with your promotions
displayed above! Why not brand
and advertise specials to your patrons on a screen they look at
every few minutes for the latest
score updates?

Take advantage of the
captive audience!

What’s involved, what’s

the cost?

2. From any internet connected computer, visit our website, login and
manage your promotions.
3. The AllViso Sports Media Player
grabs promotional information from
your account and displays it on the
screen with a unique, easy to read
live sports ticker
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revenue generating?
it’s really this easy...
AllViso provides a shared advertising program that creates a new revenue stream
for your business.... We take care of the contracts, creative design, client man-

Ask about joining an existing

agement, billing, and reporting.

AllViso Bar/Lounge network at

An easy way to create an additional $300 - $1,000 per month in revenue.*

no cost!

* Generated revenue depends on the location type, location, and traffic

*OAC. Requires power & internet.

...
Live Sports
Score Ticker

how do I get started?

Call 1-800-385-VISO today.

